• The Set 3 reconstructed radiances are in good agreement with raw radiances. Strong SO 2 signal. 1. PC basics
Methane in the short wave
Take a training set of spectra y i and form the covariance matrix (off-line):
Express the covariance in terms of eigenvectors E and eigenvalues Λ
In real time, any spectrum can now be analysed in terms of the "scores", p i , for each of the reference eigenvectors:
Reconstruected radiances
In practice we noisenormalise first and subtract the mean
The leading eigenvectors contain most of the atmospheric signal, so truncate after typically 150 to 300 PCs.
Data volume reduction is at least 8461/300 ≈ 30
Eigenvector sets examined initially: 1. 150 eigenvectors distributed with AAPP version 6.6 (Feb 2008), derived from six months thinned IASI data (15736 spectra). 2. 290 eigenvectors in 3 bands, generated by EUMETSAT from a "base set" of 74719 spectra, randomly selected from 7 days. 3. As set 2, but with 6664 "Kasatochi outliers" added.
Raw
Set 3 
CO retrievals
• Methane is a greenhouse gas which has both anthropogenic and natural sources.
• Absorption bands around 1280 cm -1 (ν 4 ) and 2720 cm -1 (ν 3 ).
• The ν 3 feature aids day-time retrievals of CH 4 but is dominated by instrument noise.
• Substantially "cleaned-up" in the reconstructed radiances.
HDO lines CH4
• Retrievals performed by Univ Leicester. • Optimal Estimation, with Oxford RFM (based on GENLN2). • Look at elevated CO over Congo river basin.
Result:
-Very little difference in retrieved CO using raw, Set 1 and Set 3 radiances.
-Forward modelled radiances minus raw/reconstructed are within instrument noise.
Forward modelled radiance minus measured raw/reconstructed radiance. Dashed lines show IASI noise.
Conclusions: generating eigenvectors for operational use in EARS-IASI
• PCs can retain trace gas signals, and may even aid detection, but outliers must be specifically included in the training set spectra. Random selection is not adequate. • For EARS-IASI the following refinements were made:
-Systematic search for outliers in 15 months IASI data.
-Exclude outliers associated with South Atlantic Anomaly and instrument mode transitions.
-Training set now comprises: 74719 base spectra + 27110 outliers.
-Noise normalisation matrix refined -using the PC-derived noise covariance instead of the CNES-supplied covariance. • New eigenvectors distributed with AAPP v6.12 -expected to perform well!
